Small DIY sanding disc holders
Several sized sanding discs and holders may be purchased commercially. For some of my carving
projects I would like a disc to sand the smaller areas so I prepared my own.

Adhesive method:
This method has been described by previous demonstrators.
Add foam double sided tape to the back of the desired grit sandpaper (the foam backing gives some
flexibility) or use PSA backed sandpaper. Punch out or cut the size of disc to be used. Obtain a cut-off
wheel screw mandrel with a shaft that will fit the rotary tool to be used e.g. 1/8 or 3/32” shaft. Remove
the mandrel center screw, it will not be used. Peel off the back side of the double sided tape on the disc
and stick it to the mandrel. The disc may be use for sanding small areas but should be done with a light
touch. If the disc should fly off the mandrel it is not likely to restick to the mandrel but will stick well to
the floor. A nail of the proper diameter could also be used in place of the mandrel.

Hook and loop method:
This is the method I prefer and therefore I will describe this method in more detail. A 1” hook and loop
backer, with a 1/8” shaft and 100 discs of misc. grits of hook and loop sandpaper, can be purchased on
eBay for ~$6.50.
Supplies/equipment:
1. Cut-off wheel screw mandrels: (1/8” or 3/32” shafts with a larger face for the center screw). I
do not use the washer if one is provided. EBay has 10 mandrels of either size for ~$2 and free
shipping.
2. Sandpaper with hook & loop backing. Since normal disc hook and loop sandpaper uses the
outside of the disc for sanding the inside of the disc could be cut down for smaller holders e.g.
5” disc could be used for 2 or 3” discs and smaller discs could be made from the center of these
discs. Strips or rolls of hook and looped back paper may also be used.

3. Hollow leather punch set: Ebay has a SE set of 12 punches 1/8”-3/4” in a zipper pouch for ~$16
with free shipping.
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4. Rubber gasket sheeting: Lowes has Keeney 6 x 6 x 1/8” red rubber packing sheets for ~ $2.
5. Hook tape part of hook and loop i.e. Velcro) may or may not have adhesive backing.

6. 1/16” drill bit
7. CA glue and accelerator
8. Scrap wood backer board
9. Pill containers or divided box for different grits
Procedure:
1. Punch out the rubber disc backers from the gasket sheeting. I made 5/8 & ¾” discs but other
sizes are also possible. Place the backer board on a solid surface when punching out the discs.

2. Drill a 1/16-3/32” hole in the center of the rubber backer.
3. Put the screw from the mandrel through the rubber backer and screw it tightly into the
mandrel. I didn’t use the washer that was on my mandrels because I didn’t want the screw
sticking up too much.
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4. Punch out hook discs for the rubber backer. I had the hook side up so I didn’t crush the hooks.
5. Glue the hook disc on the rubber backer with CA glue. You may want to use accelerator around
the edges to make sure the hook disc remains tight against the rubber backer. Since the screw
was tighten down against the rubber backer it shouldn’t be raised much under the hook disc.

6. Punch out the hook and loop sandpaper discs of various sizes and grits using the backer board.
Several discs can be punched out before unloading them from the punch. Be careful of sharp
burrs in the punch. The burrs may need to be sanded down before use. Keep the grits separated.
The different grits may be kept in pill containers or sectional boxes. I used 120, 220, 320 grits of
hook and loop sandpaper since I had narrow rolls of this material. If I wanted other grits i.e. 400
grit I may use larger 5” hook and loop discs to punch out (this could be from the unused portion
of previously used discs).

7. Sand: I have had good luck with the sandpaper remaining on my mandrels (none have flown off
yet). Since I had extra mandrels I made up a mandrel for each of my grits and sizes, this is
especially nice for my quick disconnect micromotor handpiece (3/32” shaft).
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